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How Much Longer?
Will winter end early? Or, will Punxsutawney Phil see his shadow and bring us six more weeks of
winter? Many clients and friends recently asked: "what do you think will happen in the markets
this year?" The tongue in cheek response we often share is that markets will go up and they will go
down - but not necessarily in that order. February 2 has a long tradition of forecasts and
predictions and some of you know that our goal is to be less completely wrong than most other
people over a long period of time. We just updated our asset allocation models with end of
January data and here are our predictions for the next 12 months. Watch VIDEO! 
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Love Is In The Air
Some of you may be old enough to remember the catchy theme song from the hit show during the
late 1970s into the mid 1980s named Love Boat. The crew on each episode had their usual
challenges with the passengers and somehow love reigned supreme in the end as they sailed off
into the sunset. But ... that was TV. In the real world, it is dangerous to associate an emotion as
strong as love with our investment holdings - whether they be stocks, bonds, gold, real estate, or
family businesses. A famous annual study by Dahlbar Associates quantifies that willful investor
behavior (translation: emotional excuses) account for most of investor under performance when
compared to the S&P 500 over the past 20+ years. Read MORE! 
 

The Winter Olympics
Every four years the Winter Olympics inspire us to take in the scenic mountain beauty and strive
to push ourselves to our physical limits. The events come and go quickly, but the personal stories
of athletes who overcome great odds and persevere to reach their dreams are what make the
games so transformative. Every success starts with goals, includes sacrifice, and finishes with
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plenty of hard work. These same lessons can be transferred into our everyday life to help us reach
for our own gold. Watch VIDEO!

Attend Our Events! 
 
At JQR Capital, we pride ourselves on hosting periodic events that are both fun and
educational in nature. There are often very strong parallels between the activities we
choose and investing in the capital markets. These events are usually free - or offered at
minimal charge to help us defer the costs. Friends are always welcome. So, please register
today! 
 
2018-02-12: Budgeting Boot Camp at JQR Capital. REGISTER! 
2018-02-27: SNOW DAY! at Ski Butternut in Great Barrington, MA. REGISTER! 
2018-03-13: March Mudness Accounting Happy Hour at Red Stone Pub. REGISTER!
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Meet With Us!
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